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DUAL’s GPS & BATTERY CRADLE ENABLES GPS APPS
AND DOZENS OF NEW USES ON THE IPOD TOUCH®
-- DUAL’s XGPS251 – The All-in-One GPS Solution Now Works with All iPod touch Models
Enabling Apps for Navigation, Golfing, Fitness and other GPS-aware Apps --

HEATHROW, Fla. (Dec. 2, 2010) - Dual Electronics Corporation announced today that its XGPS251
Portable GPS & Battery Cradle for iPod touch now works with all iPod touch models, including the iPod
touch 4th generation. The Cradle, which has a built-in GPS receiver and a battery pack, adds full GPS
capabilities to the iPod touch, allowing it to be used with apps that require GPS, such as apps for car and
marine navigation, golfing, fitness, geocaching, hiking, social networking and more. The Cradle comes
with a Windshield Mount, which conveniently docks the iPod touch in a car or a boat when used with apps
for navigation.
“It is always fascinating to me to learn what uses people have found for their iPod touch devices once they
add GPS capability to them with our GPS Cradle”, said Greg Lukins, VP of Business Development at Dual
Electronics. “We have heard from a glider pilot in New Zealand who used the Cradle to test the gliding app
he published; from a Search-and-Rescue team in Alberta, Canada where they use their iPod touch devices
with apps for topographic maps and GPS tracking; and from many outdoor and fitness enthusiasts who take
their iPod touch devices geocaching, golfing, biking and boating”, added Lukins.
The GPS Cradle is available online as well as at several retail stores in the US, including Best Buy, at
$139.99 MSRP. For more product information visit GPSCradle.dualav.com.
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About Dual
Dual Electronics Corporation, a subsidiary of the Namsung Corporation, is based in Heathrow, FL. Dual
offers a wide selection of mobile electronics, marine electronics, home audio loudspeakers and portable
GPS products. For further information visit www.dualav.com and www.GPS.dualav.com.
iPod touch is a trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks,
whether claimed or registered, are the exclusive property of their respective owners.
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